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1. INTRODUCTION

The covid pandemic is currently sweeping all parts of the world, with many changes experienced by all fields. Likewise, in the field of learning, education that should be done face-to-face must turn into online learning, and all activities such as seminars, workshops, conferences, and other activities are postponed and even canceled (Mishra et al., 2020; Oyedotun, 2020; Patricia, 2020; Sahu, 2020). Online learning does not have to demand that learners and educators are in the same room, able to activate students in the learning process, and of course, this learning is more flexible (Friedman & Friedman, 2013; Nugroho et al., 2021; Sriyanti et al., 2021). This learning can at least prevent the spread of Covid-19.

Online learning allows students to exchange opinions with others and provides opportunities for learners to learn independently (Hwang et al., 2020; Wei et al., 2021). Online learning allows learners to share their opinions and learn more independently without any time limits and in more flexible spaces (Hwang et al., 2020; Kkese, 2020; Lage-Cala et al., 2020). Online learning requires the ability of educators and learners because the ability to use technology will greatly help create a more conducive learning atmosphere so that good social interaction is formed (Andel et al., 2020; Chang & Lan, 2019). In addition to the ability of online learning must also pay attention to the financial condition of learners and the facilities and infrastructure that support online learning (Anitha Kumari et al., 2020; Rusli et al., 2020).

Educators must think about how to create a learning atmosphere that agrees with the current conditions, the characteristics of learners, and, of course, realize the goals of National Education and produce people who are ready to compete in the global world. Success in learning has four main components: goals, materials, methods, and assessment tools (Andani & Yulian, 2018; Diartini & Ratnawuri, 2017). One of the most important components is teaching materials.

Teaching materials will positively impact learning (Silalahi, 2020; Sriyanti et al., 2021; Yilmaz & Korur, 2021). Currently, the teaching materials that should be developed are teaching materials that can be used in the online learning process, which is different from the existing modules in the form of hardcopy. Teaching materials become one of the important factors in learning (Handayani et al., 2021; Hidayah & Priscylo, 2019). Teaching materials allow teachers to convey the material well to learners (Hamid et al., 2021; Martha & Andini, 2019). Teaching materials are one part of the learning process, so learning design must be arranged systematically (Pasaribu & Saparini, 2017; Shafii, 2017). Teaching materials are arranged to provide materials for learning that follow the curriculum’s demands (Pratiwi et al., 2017; Rasmawan, 2018). Teaching materials are knowledge, skills, and attitudes that must be learned to achieve predetermined competency standards. Teaching materials can attract students because they have attractive designs and images (Asrani et al., 2017; Gustiawati et al., 2020). The importance of teaching materials in the learning process, demanding that teachers can develop teaching materials that are in line with the needs of learners, curriculum demands, not dependent on textbooks and government assistance package books, as well as in line with the character of learners (Andani & Yulian, 2018; M. Cloonan & Fingeret, 2020; Weriyanti et al., 2020). Development of teaching materials following the demands of the curriculum and the needs of students, namely teaching materials under the characteristics and environment of students (Mayarnimar & Taufina, 2017; Weriyanti et al.). With the appropriate teaching materials with the curriculum, needs and characteristics will increase student motivation and learners can learn according to science and technology development (Suzuki et al., 2020; Tchen et al., 2018). In addition, teaching materials can increase learners’ creativity (Hamzah & Mentari, 2017; Tsai et al., 2017). So, the presence of quality teaching materials will have an impact on the motivation, interest, creativity that results in the learning outcomes of learners.

However, based on the study results of the student book document theme 6 grade V elementary school on the NATURAL SCIENCE load, in particular, the hot topic and displacement obtained that the material available in the book is very limited. Online questionnaire data support this statement addressed to teachers and students of class V of the 2020/2021 school year at SD Group Letda Kajeng North Denpasar District on January 25-30, 2021. The questionnaire results showed that: (1) of the 9 V-class teachers, 56% of them stated that the NATURAL SCIENCE content material listed in the student handbook is still shallow. The explanation is still very few sentences. In addition, some explanations of the material in the book have not been equipped with images. (2) 78% of teachers stated that the teacher needs to develop the NATURAL SCIENCE content material in the student book because the teacher only uses textbooks for as long as possible. Learning, and (3) 75% of students state that NATURAL SCIENCE content material, especially on the topic of Heat and Displacement contained in student books, needs to be developed in android-based local wisdom digital teaching materials. Distance Learning observations conducted on teachers in SD Negeri 12 Disarming found that most teachers only use teaching materials in printed books or handouts, which are then photographed and sent through WhatsApp groups. While when viewed from the student side, most students today have become accustomed to using android mobile devices. Currently, existing teaching materials have not been able to develop the courage and skills of
students in asking questions and opinions (Sriyanti et al., 2021; Weriyanti et al., 2020) Currently, the learning process only uses a student’s book, which needs to be supervised and added material that is in line with the needs of students. Teachers mostly use teaching materials from package books that are also combined with general history reading books. If this condition greatly affects learners’ ability to understand the defended material, this certainly impacts learning outcomes. One solution that can be offered is to develop digital teaching materials based on local wisdom.

Digital teaching materials are teaching materials that integrate information technology and computing (Handayani et al., 2021; Silalahi, 2020). At the same time, android-based digital teaching materials are digital teaching materials developed using android applications. This teaching material is presented using android-based applications (Hamid et al., 2021; Sriyanti et al., 2021). Students can only install this application on their android device to access learning materials independently in this pandemic period. Digital teaching materials made by teachers must also pay attention to the context in the teaching material. The content of the teaching material closest to the student has a close relationship with the community environment (local wisdom) in which the student is located. Local wisdom related to indigenous knowledge and culture in certain communities is always developed over time and experiencing development (Komara et al., 2020; Yunita & Tristiantari, 2018). Similarly, with teaching materials, android-based digital teaching materials developed by adapting local wisdom can form good social solidarity, the foundation of a sense of unity (Joyo, 2018; Khoeriyah & Mawardi, 2018).

Teaching materials developed using a local wisdom approach can provide students with a more meaningful learning experience. Local wisdom integrated into android-based digital teaching materials is tailored to the topics/materials discussed. One of the local wisdom activities in Bali related to the NATURAL SCIENCE lesson load is heat, and displacement is burning satay. Satay burning activities are routinely carried out in Bali’s traditional activities, such as religious ceremonies, pawiwahan (wedding), and ngaben. The burning satay activity can appear as material content related to heat and displacement, namely conduction, convection, and radiation. The development of thematic teaching materials based on local wisdom was developed to overcome the difficulties experienced in schools. The availability of teaching materials by local environmental conditions is inadequate (Alba et al., 2019; Feces et al., 2017). Integrating culture into the learning process will have a positive outlook for students and cultural sustainability. Teaching materials based on local wisdom to preserve cultural values (Hest et al., 2021). Local content-based teaching materials can improve learning outcomes. This is because teaching materials are more interesting and make learners learn more actively (Faisal & Sulkipani, 2016).

The findings of previous research stated that digital teaching materials could facilitate students in learning independently (Astalini et al., 2019; Handayani et al., 2021; Majid et al., 2012). Other research findings also state that digital teaching materials can make it easier for students to understand the subject matter (Boyd, 2019; Irwansyah et al., 2017; Linda et al., 2018). Some research on teaching materials that have been developed states that local content-based teaching materials / local wisdom can make practice natural sciences more enthusiastic in the following learning both at the elementary and college levels (Hutama, 2016; Kormasela et al., 2020; Nurafni et al., 2020; Princess et al., 2018). The development of local wisdom-based teaching materials can improve learners’ writing skills (Owon, 2017), hone learners’ language skills (Saidah & Damariswara, 2019), motivated them to learn more actively (Lestariningih & Suardiman, 2017). So, it can be said that the development of local wisdom-based teaching materials will positively impact the learning process. Some of these studies integrate some cultures in the learning process, especially Maluku culture, west Java, East Java, and many more. This research aims to produce Android-based, locally based digital teaching materials for good and practical elementary school V classes. It is hoped that locally discerning digital teaching materials can facilitate students’ learning so that the impact on student learning outcomes increases.

2. METHOD

This research included the type of development research or Research and Development (R&D). Research and Development is a research method used to measure the validity, practicality, and effectiveness of a product being developed. In education, research and development or Research and Development is a research method used to develop or validate products used in education and learning. One model that is widely used in development research is the ADDIE model. The ADDIE model was first developed by Robert Maribe Branch (Sugiyono, 2018). ADDIE stands for Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation, Evaluation. An analysis is concerned with work analysis and the environment to find what products need to be developed. Design a product design activity following what is needed. Development is the manufacturing and testing of products. Implementation is the activity of using products. Evaluation is the activity of assessing whether every step of the activity and product made is by the specifications or not.
The data collected in this study used questionnaire techniques. A questionnaire is a data collection technique that gives respondents a set of questions or written statements to answer (Sugiyono, 2018). Questionnaires are given as preliminary studies to find problems in the learning process as things to be studied. The questionnaire was given by sending questions online through google form to respondents: teachers and students of class V of The State Elementary School Letda Kajeng, Denpasar, Bali. The questionnaire results will be used as preliminary data to develop locally-based digital teaching materials based on android. The questionnaires used in the study were closed-type questionnaires. That was, respondents only give answers to questions that have available answers. The study used two types of questionnaires: validation questionnaires and practicality questionnaires. Validation questionnaires were given to media experts and material experts. In contrast, the product practicality questionnaire was given to teachers in class V of Letda Kajeng Group and class V students in the same group. The questionnaire grid used in the study, seen in the following table.

### Table 1. Content Expert Questionnaire Grid

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Instrument Item Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Content eligibility</td>
<td>Material conformity with Basic Competency</td>
<td>1, 2, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accuracy of material</td>
<td>4, 5, 6, 7, 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Material update</td>
<td>9, 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Encourage curiosity</td>
<td>11, 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentation eligibility</td>
<td>Presentation techniques</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Presentation support</td>
<td>2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Presentation of learning</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coherence and traces of the flow of thought</td>
<td>9, 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language eligibility</td>
<td>Fluence</td>
<td>1, 2, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Communicative</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dialogical and interactive</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conformity with the development of learners</td>
<td>6, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Following language rules</td>
<td>8, 9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Media Expert Questionnaire Grid

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Instrument Item Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Graphics eligibility</td>
<td>Artistic and Aesthetic</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ease of navigation</td>
<td>6, 7, 8, 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Overall function</td>
<td>10, 11, 12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3. Practicality Questionnaire Grid for Teachers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Instrument Item Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wisdom and usefulness</td>
<td>Product management</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ease of use of the product</td>
<td>5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Product benefits</td>
<td>13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4. Practicality Questionnaire Grid for Students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Aspects</th>
<th>Instrument Item Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wisdom and usefulness</td>
<td>Product management</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ease of use of the product</td>
<td>5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Product benefits</td>
<td>14, 15, 16, 17, 18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Before being used to measure the validity and practicality of the product, the instrument is first validated by experts (expert judges). The data obtained was analyzed using analysis techniques incorporated into Gregory's table, which is cross tabulation divided into four parts, namely A, B, C, and D. The validity value of the content obtained reflects the entire resulting test item. To classify the results of the validity of the contents obtained, it can be determined based on Table 2 below.
Table 6. Content Validity Category

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interval</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 0.8</td>
<td>High validity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4 – 0.8</td>
<td>Medium validity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 0.4</td>
<td>Low validity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the results of cross-tabulation of judges’ assessment, the instruments used to test the validity of products from both material experts and media experts in this study were at intervals of >0.8. This suggests that the questionnaire had very high validity and was worth using to test digital teaching materials. Similarly, the cross-tabulation results of judges’ assessments showed that the instruments used to test the practicality of products by teachers and students were at intervals of >0.8 or had high validity. This suggests that the questionnaire was worth using to test the practicality of android-based digital teaching materials. Furthermore, a valid instrument was used to measure the validity and practicality of the digital teaching materials developed. The teaching material was said to be valid if the results of data analysis were at intervals of 2.50 ≤ Rv≤ 4.00. Furthermore, tests were conducted on teachers and students to obtain user response data of digital teaching materials that have been valid. Respondents to this trial were five teachers of class V elementary school and ten students of class V elementary school in Cluster Letja Kajeng. The resulting android-based digital teaching material was practical if the data analysis results were at intervals of 2.50 ≤ Rv≤ 4.00.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Result

To support the optimization of online learning during pandemic, android-based digital teaching materials were needed. The learning was done virtually and remotely, so teaching materials also need to be published digitally. Therefore, it was necessary to develop android-based digital teaching materials. Android-based teaching materials are feasible and can be implemented in learning, especially during the covid-19 pandemic. The validation process of android-based digital teaching materials was carried out based on pre-made assessment instruments and serves to measure the validity of digital teaching materials before field tests were conducted. The validation process of android-based digital teaching materials used two validators, namely material experts and media experts. Based on the calculation results in Table 7, the overall average validity test result is 3.64. At intervals of 3.50 ≤ Rv≤ 4.00, it indicated that digital teaching materials were included in the criteria are very valid. This proves that android-based digital teaching materials in content, including materials and media, were worth using later, namely the test of product practicality in teachers and students. Digital teaching materials validated by experts and improved following the input of experts are then piloted to 5 teachers and ten students of class V of The Letda Kajeng State Elementary School. Teachers and students assess the practicality of teaching materials, including aspects of spirituality, ease of use, and the benefits of digital teaching materials.

Based on the results of the data analysis, the average teacher and student assessment of the practicality of android-based digital teaching materials amounted to 3.67 and was at intervals of 3.50 ≤ Rv≤ 4.00. This shows that android-based, locally based digital teaching materials fall into the category of very practical. This research aims to produce android-based locally-based digital teaching materials that are tested for validity and practicality. To obtain valid and practical teaching materials in this development, use five stages in the ADDIE model. These stages are Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation, and Evaluation. However, due to time constraints and the situation of the covid-19 pandemic, the stage only reaches the development stage. Activities in this stage can be explained as follows: First, the analysis stage. At this stage, two activities were carried out, namely analysis of the curriculum and analysis of the needs of teachers and students. Curriculum analysis was conducted to obtain a mapping of Core Competencies (KI), Basic Competencies (KD), and Competency Achievement Indicators (GPA). Researchers conducted material design, student worksheets, and quizzes on digital teaching materials developed based on this mapping. Meanwhile, the needs analysis was carried out to determine the needs of students and teachers in the Letda Kajeng Cluster of North Denpasar Subdistrict, Denpasar City. This analyst on the needs of teachers and students was done by providing online questionnaires to teachers and grade V elementary school students. Based on the analysis of the needs of teachers and students, it was obtained that the development of android-based digital teaching materials on hot topics and displacement is necessary.
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The second, the design stage. At this stage, two activities are carried out, namely the design of teaching materials and instruments used to test the validity and practicality of teaching materials. Android-based digital teaching materials design began with selecting developer applications, designing interfaces, and designing content. There was also this stage of instrument design and validation of instruments that have been made suitable for use to test the validity and practicality of teaching materials.

The third, the development stage. Two activities were carried out at this stage: developing digital teaching materials products and assessment activities on products developed. The product development stage included building new applications in androjex, creating application pages, and filling in material content in text, videos, images, problem examples, LKPD, and quizzes. At this stage, product assessment was also carried out by experts to find out the level of validity and practicality of the product.

This research has produced android-based and locally-based digital teaching materials on hot topics and displacement. This digital teaching material was an android-based application with an apk extension installed on all Android versions. Characteristics of this android-based digital teaching material are: (1) This android-based digital teaching material can work on all versions of the android operating system (OS) with an extension.apk; (2) In this application contains 6 main pages, namely, start up page, home page, info page, study page, teacher’s page, and my account page; (3) On the start up page there is an illustration that fully illustrates the display of teaching materials on hot topics and their displacement for grade Velementary school; (4) On the home page contains a picture with a welcome message and the name of the application and congratulations on learning; (5) On the info page there are 6 subpages, namely introduction, material topics, glossaries, reference lists, usage and about applications; (6) On the study page there are 4 subpages namely temperature and heat, temperature gauge, panas transfer, and conductors and insulators; (7) On the teacher’s page there is information about the name, address, email, and contact number of the teacher that can be contacted directly by the student; (8) On my account page there is information about the creation of an account by students as a form of registration already using and installing teaching material applications on hot topics and displacement; (9) The background image on each page uses interesting animated images and hooks with local Balinese wisdom; (10) Icons used in the application use animations that are interesting and in accordance with the content in them. The interface display of digital teaching materials that are the result of this study, as seen in figure 1. Following the purpose of the research, android-based local wisdom digital teaching materials that were developing products in this research must be tested for validity and practicality by experts/practitioners, teachers, and students. The validity of digital teaching materials was measured using instruments that expert judges have validated. The validity of digital teaching materials was measured from aspects of content feasibility, presentation feasibility, language feasibility, and radiography feasibility (BSNP in Anud, 2019).

2 material experts from lecturers assessed the feasibility of content, presentation feasibility, and language feasibility. While the feasibility of photography was assessed by two media experts who also come from lecturers.

Based on the assessment of 2 experts, the material obtained the results of the feasibility of content, presentation feasibility, and language eligibility got a score of 3.85. It was at an interval of 3.50 ≤ Rv ≤ 4.00, which indicates that android-based digital teaching materials are included in the criteria are very valid. Meanwhile, based on the teaching material validity test results, two media experts obtained a score of 3.42. They were at an interval of 2.50 ≤ Rv ≤ 3.50, which showed that digital teaching materials were included in the valid criteria. Meanwhile, the results of a practicality assessment by five teachers of android-based locally based digital teaching materials have obtained a score of 3.78. They were at intervals of 3.50≤Rk≤4.00, which showed that android-based digital teaching materials were very
practical. In comparison, the results of practicality assessment by ten students against the practicality of android-based digital teaching materials amounted to 3.55 and were at intervals of 3.50 ≤ Rk ≤ 4.00. This showed that this android-based digital teaching material falls into the category of very practical.

Discussion

The results stated that thematic teaching materials based on local wisdom in the “Beautiful Cultural Diversity of My Country” for grade IV elementary school students were declared fit for use. Like this teaching, the material was inseparable from the development steps carried out. The analysis stage provided an overview of how teaching materials were needed in the learning process. The results of the analysis of the desired teaching material were teaching material consisting of interesting images and following the material. Teaching materials with interesting images will make students more motivated and interested in reading (Afifah et al., 2016; M. R. Cloonan et al., 2020). In addition, the results of the needs analysis also obtained that what was needed by students today is teaching materials that make it easier for students to understand the material that is being defended and teaching materials that students in their daily lives find. The importance of teaching materials in the learning process requires teachers to be able to develop teaching materials that are in line with the needs of learners, curriculum demands, not dependent on textbooks and government assistance package books, and in line with the characteristics of learners (Andani & Yullan, 2018; M. Cloonan & Fingeret, 2020; Mayarnimar & Taufina, 2017; Weriyanti et al., 2020). Appropriate teaching materials, curriculum, needs, and characteristics will increase student motivation, and learners can learn according to science and technology development (Irwansyah et al., 2017; Suzuki et al., 2020). In addition, teaching materials can increase the creativity of learners (Triwahyuningtyas et al., 2020; Tsai et al., 2017). So, the presence of quality teaching materials will impact the activity, interest, creativity that results in the learning outcomes of learners.

Developing material through teaching materials becomes the most relevant solution when considering the diversity of competence, creativity, and teaching patterns of teachers in various schools (Prihandoko et al., 2017; Velan et al., 2015). The development of thematic teaching materials based on local wisdom was developed to overcome the difficulties experienced in schools. The availability of teaching materials following local environmental conditions is not adequate (Alba et al., 2019; Feces et al., 2017). Integrating culture in the learning process will positively impact students and cultural sustainability—teaching materials based on local wisdom to preserve cultural values (Hest et al., 2021). Local content-based teaching materials can improve learning outcomes, and this is because teaching materials are more interesting and make learners learn more actively (Faisal & Sulka, 2016; Yulando et al., 2019). So, it can be said that the development of teaching materials based on local wisdom will positively impact the learning process. Some cultures are integrated in the learning process, especially Maluku, West Java, East Java, and many more.

The design stage. The teaching book whose design was concerned with existing materials and integrated with local Balinese culture. This design was certainly inseparable from the character of learners by paying attention to students in designing a teaching material would help students more easily in understanding the material. In addition, the selection of colors, letters, and characters in a teaching material will affect the student's understanding. Color, font size, the typeface should be made more attractive (Riwo et al., 2018), which will make the shepherded teaching material more suitable for use. Development of teaching materials that follow the demands of the curriculum with the needs of students, namely teaching materials that are by the characteristics and environment of students (Mayarnimar & Taufina, 2017; Weriyanti et al., 2020). Images on teaching materials similar to the material can attract students’ attention in the learning process (Firdaus & Mukhaiyar, 2021). Image media presentations can motivate students (Dewi et al., 2018; Nurjannah, 2018). Color, the size of the typeface of teaching materials developed determines the feasibility of teaching material.

At this stage, local wisdom-based teaching materials are declared valid in material, language, and design. Teaching materials are valid if they meet the material requirements, have easy-to-understand language, and design according to the student’s character and interest (Irman & Waskito, 2020; Lestar, 2021). Teaching materials with good content, easy-to-understand language, and interesting designs can help students understand the material (Estuwardani & Mustadi, 2016), adding insight and encouraging students to learn more actively and independently (Yati & Amini, 2020). The results of this study strengthen the research that states that the teaching materials that have been developed state that local content-based teaching materials / local wisdom can make the practice of natural sciences more
enthusiastic in the following learning both at the elementary and college levels (Hutama, 2016; Kormasela et al., 2020; Nurafni et al., 2020; Princess et al., 2018). The development of local wisdom-based teaching materials can improve learners’ writing skills (Owon, 2017), hone learners’ language skills (Saidah & Damariswara, 2019), motivated to learn more actively (Lestariningisih & Suwardiman, 2017). Thematic teaching materials based on local wisdom in elementary schools that have an impact on learning outcomes (Tinja et al., 2017), thematic teaching materials on poetry subjects (Wibowo et al., 2017), on the theme of “ayok cinta Lingkungan” in elementary school (Indrawini et al., 2017). Tournament-type suitable teaching materials are applied in decent, practical, and effective elementary schools (Yati & Amini, 2020). Developing thematic-integrative teaching materials based on local wisdom improves caring character and responsibility (Lestariningisih & Suwardiman, 2017). Development of Integrative Thematic Learning Modules Subtheme of Living Things Relations in the Ecosystem scientific approach (Arum & Wahyudi, 2016). So, the teaching materials developed were worth using and effective to improve learning outcomes and motivate students to learn.

The findings of previous research stated that digital teaching materials packed with interest would facilitate students in understanding learning materials (Liu et al., 2021; Neppala et al., 2018). Other research findings also state that digital teaching can improve student learning outcomes (Astalini et al., 2019; Lee & Osman, 2012; McNamara et al., 2020). Other research also states that digital teaching materials can increase student motivation in learning (Handayani et al., 2021; Irwansyah et al., 2017). It can be concluded that digital teaching materials can help students in learning. The disadvantage of this study is the non-implementation of the implementation stage to test the effectiveness of android-based digital teaching materials. The non-implementation of this stage was due to time constraints and the situation of the covid-19 pandemic so that it cannot bring students to school en masse. This research has produced a product in the form of a locally-based digital teaching material application based on android on the topic of Heat and Displacement that tested its validity and practicality. Although this digital teaching material has not been mass-piloted, the results of this study have implications such as: (1) Theoretically, the product of this research can add to the characteristics of science in the field of education, especially the topic of Heat and Displacement of grade V elementary school; (2) This android-based digital teaching material can be used as an alternative for teachers and students of grade V elementary school in distance learning activities in pandemic times because the use of this teaching material is not limited to space and time; (3) The integration of local wisdom in this digital teaching material includes characterizing material, and examples that exist around students. The integration of local wisdom then learning with this teaching material can be useful and meaningful; (4) The results of this study can be used as a reference for other researchers who want to develop similar products.

4. CONCLUSION

Based on the results of data analysis, the development of android-based digital teaching materials gets an excellent category from experts. It can be concluded that android-based digital teaching materials are worth applying in the learning process. It was recommended for the teachers to use android-based digital teaching materials to facilitate students in self-learning.
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